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UNCERTAINTY AS A ROOT METAPHOR IN SOCIAL SCIENCE

Mark N Wexler, Simon Fraser University, Canada

INTRODUCTION
Practical people concerned with

the shape of our times agree on
one fact: We are living in an age
of uncerta i nty. The know ledge ex
plosion paradoxically has helped
us to realize the limit of expect
ing the future to unfold as a
neat consequence of the present.
Whether we think of latent func
tions, intervening variables,
chance factors, contingencies, or
subconscious urges, the underly
ing uncertainty is the same. It is
a central factor in the social
sciences of the 1980's. both as a
sociological construct' in which
changes in the social and physi
cal environment are unpredictably
accelerating, and as a psychologi
cal construct' denoting one's per
ception of randomness with conse
quent stress and anxiety.
• The centrality of uncertainty re
sides less in the scientific utility
of the construct than in its reflec
tion of the dai Iy problems facing
the ordinary citizen. Uncertainty
is a rough-and-ready construct
which is hard to measure and
define. Uncertainty refers at the
same time to the stimulus field
and to thebeha\rior consequences
of perceiving randomness in the
stimulus field. Uncertainty is also
a value-laden term. To informa
tion scientists, it means lack of
information. I t smacks of the jour::
nalist'SPejorative sense of the
term silent majority, with the neg
ative image of immobile, paralyz
ed masses of people in a society
that prizes action.
• Despi te 'these pi tfalls, the ideas
germane to the age of uncertainty
merit the attention of social
science because it is a clear self
conscious reflection of today's con
ventional wisdom. I t is this every
day wisdom that the ethnometho
dologists and those working in
the sociology of knowledge see as
a vital element in understanding
social behavior (Homans 1961; Gar
finkel 1967; Cicourel 1974,). I
share their belief that to compre
hend humans we must understand

how they see themselves and the
world. This premise holds a delec
tably intuitive appeal on the mic
roanalytic I,evel, and is vital in
comprehending entire societies on
a macro level.

THE AGE OF UNCERTAINTY
The idea of uncertainty holds

the core of common sense beliefs
about our age. I t is an ever
present phenomenon which remain
ed on the periphery of our social
awareness until the 1970's. Uncer
tainty has been used to depict
social ae.tors who have lost, for
feited, or been robbed of the
locus of their control. Social sci-

"entists, from structura) functional
ists to Marxists, describe people
living uncertain lives as social
marginals. The uncertain o;;es;-
until the present decade, were de
picted as outsiders, who, like Sim":"
mel's strangers, stumbled into sit
uations unarmed with adequate"in
formation. Presently, the core of
our society is characterized by
the existential conditions we asso
ciate with uncertainty.

The centra Ii ty of th is self-con
scious uncertainty appears in
drug store futurology, and reports
on the economic climate. Drug
store futurology addresses the par
alysis of the individual in social
groups and social systems ensuing
from accelerating social and tech
nical change. The economist, Gal
braith, explained the centrality
of uncertainty: "The title, An Age
of Uncertainty suggested the
basic theme; we would contrast
the great certainties of economic
thought in the past centuries with
the great uncertainties with which
problems are found in our times."
(Ga'ibraith 1977 7) Galbraith is
not alone in depicting the wither
ing away of the old certainties
(Mack 1971; Garner' 1962; Strang
ert 1977). In the science of phys
ics, Heisenberg's uncertainty prin
ciple raises razor sharp doubts
at the roots of empirical measure
ment. In chemistry and biology,
stud.ies with radioactive materials
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provide new elements of uncertain
ty in the relatively certain exact
sciences. "The new intellectual
phase is not one of a new i 1"

rationalism or anti-intellectu
alism, but a concentrated recogni
tion by the educated citizen and
the scientific community that the
rational is at times uncertain."
(Hartshorne 1968 258)

EXPLAINING UNCERTAINTY
In sociology, uncertainty refers

to the perceived randomness of
social and physical environments.
Psychologically it refers to the
behavioral consequences of these
perceptjons. Each perspective gen
erates a tautological explanation.
In an insular social perspective,
uncertainty is a consequence of
uneven and accelerating social
change, but uncertainty and soc
ial change are mutually defined.
The psychological perspective in
isolation is no better, since one
is psychologically uncertain when
manifesting behavior labeled un
certain.
• The historical framework is best
suited 'to developing an evolution
ary perspective. It facilitates un
derstanding of what I call the
paradox of rational i ty. As we
move from the simple to the com
plex, we are compelled to plan
and organize the world. The socio
logical perspective on uncertainty
bears the brunt of a century of
doubting insistence that we can
fashion society to our desire and
design. The psycHological perspec
tive on un'certainty bears the
scars of tension between our optim
istic evolutionary emphasis on
rationalism and the dai Iy strugg'le
to find warmth, identity; and
growth in a precarious and ,com
plex social environment.

The idea explicit with Darwin,
that of successive and continuous
adaptation of species to environ
ments, has been applied to hu
mans as social and biological be
ings. Evolution is a continuing
adaptation of humanity to the en
vironment. In the case of homo
sap i ens, due to a higher -form of
consciousness and the opposed
flexible thumb, the envir'onment to
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which we adapt is increasingly
fashioned by our own hands.
• This is the stuff both of history
and everyday expectations. The
primi tive .socia I setti ng, Ii ke that
of the folk society and its precu-r'
sors, evolve to (the complexities of
the mass society, from vi Ilage to
megapolis, and the family busi
ness to a multinational corpora
tion. This. adaptive, progressive
perspective initially based on hu
man survival, has become a uni
versa I art i c Ie of fa i t h • I tis di f
ficultto convince theory students
that learning is not necessari Iy
adaptive nor progressive. One can
learn maladaptations, but stud
ents, assume that by definition,
learning, like evolving, is auto
matic.

The expectation that the future
is a mOr'eprogressive version of
the present is at the· core of the
historical problem that gives rise
to todaY'$ uncertainty. It begins
with an expectation that the fut
ure will be more complex, more
controllable, and more rational.
We become disappointed because
orderliness and security are elus
ive. We expect :complexity founded
on rationality to deliver certainty
and security. Instead,we create
complexity, begin to doubt ration
alitY,and discover growing uncer
tainty and insecurity.

The typical treatment of the
centrality of uncertainty in mod
ern life glosses the quest ion. The
response requ i res one to supp Ie
ment the evolutionary historical
perspective with a sociological ori
entation. The sociological quest
for social laws and patterns of,
behavior has transm ittedthe para
dox of rationality to the average
citizen of advanced industri;al
societies. Weber's analysis of bur
eaucracy is an instance of the
socio.logical perspective on ration
ality. His ambivalent attitude to
ward the increasing complexity,
specialization, and efficiel"lcy of
man '5 organizations foreshadows
the logic implicit in the citizen's
attitude toward the world.

To Marx, the dialectic of his
tory was clearly grounded in the
inequities of class. In Weber, the



SOCIAL SCIENCE AT THE CROSSROADS
The ·age of :uncertainty ,is ·a

root metaphor. I t creates a ·mean
ing structure that permits us to
conjure up images of problems
that demand resolution. We must
be aware of the steady -·tradition
in social science which cries
"Crisis!" when these new disci-

-plines adjust to changes in cultur
al temper.

There are 3 issues of growlng
relevance: 1) the control problem;
2) the controversy between the
prophetic and the objectivist
modes of research; and 3) -the
debate between the gradualists
and the p-roponents :of 'the apoca
lypse. These issues are minor in
times of certainty 'and confidence,
but they become central and main
stream in an 'age of uncertainty.
• Snow's two-cu I ture thesi s echoes
tensions implicit in ---rii'e control
·problem. Snow' b'elieves that mul
tiple languages impede progress.
The pursuit of understanding is
impeded by the simple fact that

paragons of middle-class virtue,
are held high as signs leading to
the security of certainty.,

We are taught that we live in
a world which we create. Those
who plan wisely live well, an:d
as ability to plan increases,' so
does certainty and security. Fail
ure to plan wisely leads to uncer
tainty.But the lesson flies in the
face of our present psychological
c Ii mate. We crea te ins tan t m'. I. Iion
aires by institutional lotteries.
We emphasize youth and spontane
i ty as attributes of the good' life.
We fear the programmed and mech
anized utopias created from ,the
web of our ideals.
• But the old certainties a're with
ering, and. few people seem to
know the answers to today' s prob
lems. The mounting skepticism of
the common human is borne out of
a growing awareness that the con
ventional wisdom of everyday life
does no·~ satisfy the test of experi
ence. The more attractive bet in
an age of uncertainty is often the
long shot, but ·'the long shots ex
acerbate the feefi ng of uncer
tainty.
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enemy is more insidious than the
powerful institution of capitalist
ownership. To Weber, the enemy
is also a blessing. It is the
human's constant striving to make'
more efficient the tools of ration
al ity. The injury stems from the
ongoing displacement of goals by
means. I n bureaucracy, the quest
for efficiency and a serene milieu
for humans to organ i ze thei r ener
gies helps to produce a society
which is uncertain of its own hum
anity. To Weber, this is a society
increasingly rational but one plag-

,ued with incessant uncertainty.
The sociological community, in

flirting with general systems the
ory, has helped to modify the
progressivist flavor of social evo
lution with entropic assumptions.
Entropy is the tendency of any

"system to disintegrate over, time.
• The 1970's erupted with the pos
sibility of the common human grap
pling with holes in evolutionary
assumptions. The common human is
increasingly educated to skepti
cism, and is trained to look' be
neath the appearance, like the
sociologist, and to consider the
nature of the shadow. The sym
bols of modern life raise ,the is
sues. While~ we build in.creasingly
technical environments', our art' be-
·comes a wavering shadow of per
ceived reality. While we construct
and p,lan a finely organized soci
ety, unpredictability increases.
The greatest disturbance; occurs
when the voices of rational-legal
authoriy can no more discern the
correct pol icy than you or I.

This sociological image refers
to a world in which the' rational
need not lead to a greater certain-
ty. Assumptions of progressive
and incremental evolution are
open to entropic theory. Many-are
caught and live between the live
tensions of the world as expected
and the world as experienced. We
are taught to expect order Ii ness
of our early moral education to
adhere to -the wopld of experience.

We are taught that the peace of
mind in certainty is achieved if
we plan our lives rationally. The
safety of deferred gratification,
caution, and the golden mean, all
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CONCLUSION The root metaphor of
the age of uncertainty implies a
creative social science. The crux
of creativity is choice. Critically
speaking, the urge to control and
(Concluded on page 38)
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orientation based on a secure and
predictab Ie world. I n an uncer
tain world, the scientist finds it
difficult to eradicate bias, and to
persuade others of one's object i
vity.

The 'prophetic mode of research
becomes dominant in the social sci
ences in times of historical, soc
ial, and psychological turbulence.
In the prophetic mode, the social
scient ists feel that soci a I facts do
not permit an interpretation which
qu i ets the researcher's doubt. De
piction and control become disj
ointed, and the search for a
credible social science shifts to
new grounds. Here, the prophetic
mode of research draws on the
authority of those who claim to
see farther than their colleagues.
The claim in prophetic social sci
ence may be based on: 1) the
avowed sophistication of new meth
ods or theories within existing
disciplines; 2) the charisma of
persons claiming experiences with
the gift of vision; 3) an aggre
gate of social scientists claiming
collective wisdom.

The gradualist, like the evolu
tionist, views the unsettling conse
quences of uncertainty as similar
to the anomic conditions in the
social system. The gradualists
,sees uncertainty as a momentary
p.ause in what is essentially a
positive history. The gradualist
is an incrementalist. The age of
uncertainty is not a pressing
omen of social rupture, but is
seen as a lesson to faci I i tate
adapting to a complex world.

The apocalyptic mode of re
search tries to disclose a message
for either the construction or the
emergence of a new social order.
The apocalyptic theorist is a sha
man who sees that the uncertainty
sensed in dai Iy experience has a
higher meaning, a sense of a
new, emergent order, and the
seeds of a new era.
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the two key pursuants, the artist
and the scientist, conceive the
task differently, and insist on dif
ferent modes of discourse. In tur
bulent times, the rift deepens,
and each in his/her special lang
uage, misaddresses or avoids dia~

togue with the other. Under un
certainty, the result is a truncat
ed pursuit of understanding, in

i ion is divorced from
in which associa

tive reasoning is divorced from
linear analysis.

The problem of the artist and
the scientist takes form in the
social sciences, where the man
date has always been ambiguous.
Does mastery of social science per
mit the artist accurately to depict
the social system, or does it per
mit the scientist to control and
direct the social system? We ac
knowledge the problem, but not
the mutually exclusive nature of
the terms depict and control. As
products oftii'e educational en
lightenment, we hold that good
social science must accurately des
cribe the system under analysis.
This enables the scientist to help
in the control of the social system

accurate information.
This integrative solution be

comes unbound in' an age of uncer
tainty, because synthesis of depic
tion and control depends on per-
ceiving a so I system which can
be descri terms permitting
control. When this becomes unlike
ly, as it is in an age of uncer
tainty, then the social scientist
must choose between the artist
and the scientist.

A second controversy is that
between the prophetic and the ob
jectivist mode of research. It fol
lows on the social sc.ientist's
choice of the artist or scientist,

solving the depiction and con
roblem. In times of relative

certainty social scientists claim
objectivity as the correct orienta
Hon to research. The canons of
science require that the social sci
entist should seek out what is,
and not merely what is desired or
presumed. Removal of desire is es
senti·al to a ing bias and er
ror. This requires a personal
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WEXLER Continued from page 34.
the objective and gradualist ap
proach to science is essential.
But it must be wedded to a depic
tive, prophetic, a'nd apocalyptic
set of voices if the social sci
ences are to create, rather than
discover social reality.
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